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Facilities Management

Hardcat Lebosi is an enterprise, web-based asset management system that offers different
modules to help each part of the organisation to do their jobs more efficiently and electronically.
The asset module allows configuration of the different asset classes, locations, organisational
structures, conditions and other attributes of assets fitting with each client's internal structures,
language and standards used for consistency. It simply allows an enterprise to have complete
visibility over all sites/locations and assets located at each.
The service centre module allows easy creation of cyclical or reactive maintenance jobs by facility
or asset classes, using templates to create efficiency in repetitive maintenance tasks. When
maintenance is due, the appropriate person is notified of the jobs to ensure they are allocated to
the appropriate engineers/people. The solution can create alerts/notifications to provide emphasis
on important jobs and ensure they are not missed.
People are alerted of job allocations and check-lists through their login to the application or
through the Hardcat Lebosi Mobile application, using a BYOD device of either Android or iOS
(available through download on Google Play Store or Apple App Store). Jobs can be completed
on location and the status of jobs may be updated and pertinent information captured on the
phone app, creating real-time updates to the database. The smartphone app is also used as a tool
to conduct consistent capture of information whether using it for work orders or conducting
condition assessments/audits of buildings and facilities assets.
Users’ roles can be tailored to see and do only what they are permitted to. Whilst an end-level user
may only see their assets at their site, a senior manager may have visibility of all activities and
assets across the entire organisation by the site.
Management can use the Hardcat Lebosi application for simple dashboard views for better and
easier governance over jobs completed, jobs allocated, jobs overdue and with better organisationwide visibility make prompt management decisions.
The solution simply provides the right tools to the right people to do their jobs, make informed
decisions and ensure that all required activities are completed on time, creating cost and resource
efficiencies overall.

Hardcat® Lebosi®

Hardcat is utilised by more than 30 different industries in
over 121 countries. One thing they all have in common is that
they all have assets.
Hardcat solutions have been chosen by more than 2,000 of the world's most
prestigious corporate and government bodies in 121 countries around the world.
Join our list of satisfied clients who have already performed your due diligence for
you. No one else has our credentials or credibility when it comes to asset
management solutions.
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